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Summary 

In an earlier paper (Lambeck & Cazenave, Part I) we investigated the 
seasonal variations in the Earth’s rotation and their relation to the global 
wind circulation. In this paper we consider mainly the high frequency 
part of the length-of-day spectrum. A month-by-month evaluation of the 
zonal wind excitation function shows that these rotational variations 
are all of zonal wind origin for frequencies up to at least 6 cycles per year. 
The zonal winds also contribute to frequencies greater than 6 cpy in the 
Earth’s rotation and will degrade the results for the Love numbers k2 
estimated from the tidal terms near 13 and 26 cpy. Rapid changes of as 
much as during 5 days have been observed in the length of day on 
several occasions and these are also caused by meteorological disturb- 
ances. Any study of other possible excitation functions will require that 
these meteorological contributions are first evaluated. There does not 
appear to be any single wind pattern that is responsible for the observed 
high frequency variations in the length of day and it does not seem possible 
to use these observations as an indication of the nature of the zonal wind 
pattern other than as a global zonal wind index. There is some evidence 
that the zonal winds will contribute to those long-period variations in the 
Earth‘s rotation that are usually attributed to core-mantle coupling, 

1. Introduction 
In a previous paper (Lambeck & Cazenave 1973; referred to hereafter as Paper I) 

we discussed the relation between the annual, semi-annual and biennial variations 
in the Earth’s rate of rotation and the atmospheric circulation. We concluded that 
these observed periodic fluctuations in the rotation are largely due to the zonal 
winds and, on the basis of the astronomical evidence, we were able to draw some 
conclusions concerning the extent and variability of the downward propagation 
and the period of the global quasi-biennial circulation. We concluded, for example, 
that for the years 1965-1969 the period of this oscillation was closer to 3 years than 
to two but that by 1970 the period was again close to 2 years. The recent time-height 
zonal wind section at the Canal Zone and Kawajalein given by Wallace (1973) 
confirms such changes in the period. 

In this paper we are primarily concerned with the non-seasonal changes in the 
Earth’s rotation and their relation to variations in the zonal wind circulation. Short 
duration irregular variations in the length of day (lod) have been observed since 
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accurate atomic clocks became available and some of the more dramatic events 
have been thought sufficiently important to warrant separate study. Munk & 
MacDonald (1960) conclude that severe meteorological anomalies persisting for a 
few months could cause detectable variations in the lod and that there is nothing 
mysterious in variations of a few parts in lo9. Markowitz (1970) also attributes the 
high frequency components in the lod spectrum as being probably of wind origin 
but until now, no significant correlation has been established. To investigate 
quantitatively the source of the high frequency part of the lod spectrum, we have 
made a month-by-month computation of the zonal angular momentum of the 
atmosphere for a 5-year period 1958-1963 (Section 2). Comparing this computed 
function with the Earth’s variable rotation indicates that all the irregular variations 
of frequencies below about 6 cycles per year (cpy) are indeed caused by non-seasonal 
variations in the zonal wind circulation (Section 4). Variations in the Earth‘s rotation 
are also observed at higher frequencies and a rather qualitative argument indicates 
that these are of zonal wind origin as well, and that they will interfere with the 
principal lunar tidal frequencies and hence perturb the value of the Love number k,  
that can be deduced from the Earth’s rotation (Section 5). The well-known long- 
period variations in the lod are generally considered to originate from processes in 
the Earth’s interior but the power spectrum of the zonal angular momentum of the 
atmosphere shows what is apparently significant power at very low frequencies. Thus 
at least part of the low frequency variations in lod could be of meteorological origin 
(Section 6). 

The atmospheric circulation, therefore, has an all pervading influence on all parts 
of the spectrum of the variations in the Earth’s rate of rotation and any study of other 
possible excitation functions will require that the atmospheric contribution be first 
evaluated and, if possible, removed. The wind data that we have used in the study 
does not suffice for completely removing the variations of meteorological origin 
because the data set is limited in both time and latitudinal coverage. We have used 
precise and complete wind data between latitudes f45” and the monthly mean 
zonal wind excitation function for this part of the atmosphere has been computed 
with an accuracy comparable with that of the astronomical observations for the 
variations in lod. The difference between the astronomical measure of the zonal 
angular momentum variations and the computed wind contribution is a gross esti- 
mate of zonal winds at high latitudes (Section 4). When complete global wind data 
of comparable accuracy becomes available it will be possible to ‘ correct ’ the astro- 
nomical observations for the meteorological excitation. In view of the suggestion 
that the long-term variation in the lod represent sudden changes in acceleration- 
that is, turning points in the long term trend of m,-this correction is of considerable 
interest in determining precisely when these changes occur (Markowitz 1970). Only 
if these corrections can be precisely computed will the increase in accuracy of lod 
determination promised by such new techniques as radio interferometry contribute 
to the understanding of these long-term variations. 

2. Wind data 

The excitation function IC/, to be evaluated is (see Paper I, equation (3)) 

where ii, is the mean zonal wind (averaged over longitude) at latitude 4 and geocentric 
distance r . p(r )  is the density, a the Earth’s mean radius, 51 the mean angular velocity 
and I the maximum mean moment of inertia. 
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We have evaluated $ 3  for the years 1958-1963 using the monthly mean zonal 
wind data compiled at the Department of Meteorology of the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT). This is the same data that Newell et al. (1973) have used for 
computing the mean annuai, semi-annual and biennial zonal winds that we used in 
Paper I. The data set comprises the mean monthly zonal winds at latitudes from 
-t 40" to - 30" at 10" intervals and in height from 1000 to 10 millibar (mb) at approxi- 
mately 2-km intervals. At altitudes above 100 mb there are occasional periods where 
the coverage is incomplete and for these periods the MIT data set has been supple- 
mented with the wind profiles of Wallace (1966) for latitudes between +32" to -20". 
Furthermore, we have assumed that the lower stratospheric profile given by Wallace 
for Christchurch, New Zealand, is representative of a 10" latitude band centred at 
-4O", since the monthly mean zonal winds in the low and mid latitude lower strato- 
sphere are remarkably independent of longitude (Wallace 1966). The MIT tropo- 
spheric data for a given latitude were also considered to be representative of a 10" 
latitude band except that the -30" profile was assumed to be representative for 
latitudes between -25" and -45". Thus we have established complete coverage 
between 45" N and 45" S for altitudes from 1000 to 10 mb from April 1958 to April 
1963. 

The accuracy of the monthly mean $3 is difficult to ascertain with any certainty. 
If the zonal wind measurement iiA is assumed to be representative of a volume 
dv = 2nr2 cos4drdq5 and if a,,' is the variance of the wind measurement, the 
variance of the excitation function for the volume dv will be 

xu3 2 
= ( - 2 h ~ )  0,: pz dr2 c0s4 4 d4'. 

Summing over altitudes from 0 to 30 km and between latitudes +45" gives, assuming 
that the wind measurements are independent, 

= 1-7 x 10-9 g6A. 

The a,, represents the combined effect of (i) the uncertainty in the zonal wind 
measurement itself, (ii) the variability of the zonal wind within the volume dv of 
extent 10" in latitude, 360" in longitude and about 2 km in altitude, and (iii) the 
temporal variation in the zonal wind of a time scale shorter than the sampling fre- 
quency. is a 
reasonable estimate for the ensemble of these effects. In a latitude band of 10" there 
are usually at least 50 stations observing zonal winds once or twice a day at several 
altitudes so that the mean monthly variance of UA is of the order oaa2/(3O x SO), or 
about (0.3 ms-')'. Thus a$ 0.5 x 

We also 'require an estimate of the neglected zonal winds at latitudes above 45". 
In Paper I we concluded that these higher latitudes could contribute as much as 20 
per cent to the total seasonal angular momentum variations in the atmosphere but 
the effect could be more important for the irregular variations because of the rapid 
and irregular reversals that occur here in the zonal wind regimes. The summaries 
of the monthly weather and circulation published in the Monthly Weather Review 
indicate that the departures at  700mb from the normal monthly zonal wind are on 
the average two or three times as great at latitudes between 50" and 60" than between 
20" and 30". To estimate the order of magnitude of this error of omission we have 
simply assumed that the zonal winds at latitudes above 45" have a similar time and 
spatial distribution than at  0" to 30" but with amplitudes greater by a factor of 2.5. 
The resulting estimate of the error of omission for both hemispheres is 0.90 x lo-'. 

The excitation function $3 will exhibit the three periodic terms discussed in 
Paper I, but here we are only interested in the non-seasonal variation the t,h3 

According to Newell (private communication) a value of 10 m s- 
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FIG. 1. Upper figure, tine series of the nonseasonal part of the excitation function 
A# (solid line) and of the variation in the length of day Am (broken line), both in 
units of Lower figure, time series of the differences (Ain-A+) in units of 

1 0 - 8 .  

after removal of the semi-annual, annual and biennial terms (Fig. 1). For the time 
series of A$, we have = 1-67 x lo-'' and significantly above the estimated 
noise level of aq2 = 0.25 x lo-". 

3. Astronomical data 

The observed astronomical quantities are the integrated amount, z, by which the 
Earth is slow or fast over an interval of A T  days. The quantities directly comparable 
with the excitation function $3 are the rates of change of z, or the variations in the 
lod, or m3 defined by 

A(1od) d.r n l , = - - = - -  
lod dt  * 

For the years 1958-1963 we have used the astronomical data at 10-day intervals 
prepared by the Bureau International de 1'Heure (BIH) and described in Paper I. 
The accuracy cr, of z averaged over 5 days is of the order 2 or 3 ms. When averaged 
over one month F r  = oJJ6ms. The mean error per unit frequency band is Sr2/ f ,  
where .f, = (2 x 30 x lad)-' is the folding frequency. The spectral density of the 
error in in, at frequency f is that of dt/dt or (Munk & MacDonald 1960) 

(2xV'I2 6z2Kn* (2) 
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FIG. 2. Unsmoothcd power spectrum of the m3 at frequencies above (40 days)-'. 
The lower broken line represents the estimated noise level in nr3 for (I( = 1 ms, 
the upper broken line represents the estimated continuum of the excitation function. 

Integrating from zero tof, gives the variance of m,, or 

and, for az = 2 ms, the accuracy of the monthly mean m, is a,,,, = 0.57 x lo-'. The 
m, reflect long-period, seasonal and short-period variations. We are mainly interested 
in the last and we have eliminated the others as discussed in Paper I by simply fitting 
a polynomial to the data and using co-variance analyses of the residuals to ensure 
that no long-period terms remain. The time series of the residual Am, are given in 
Fig. 1. We have (Am') = 2.35 x lo-", well above the expected noise level of 
0.30 x lo-'*. We conclude that the Am, contains high frequency information that 
is of physical significance. 

The m3 observations before 1967 have been subjected to very extensive but rather 
arbitrary smoothing (Guinot, Feissal & Laclare 1970) and the power spectrum of 
these data will contain little significant power at frequencies above about 9 cpy. For 
the years 1967-1972 we now have unsmoothed observations representing the mean 
value of z for 5-day intervals. The most recently revised results are published in the 
Annual Report of the BIH for 1972. The high frequency part of the power spectrum 
of these data is given in Fig. 2. For the years after 1967 0; x 1 ms (Guinot 1970). 
The noise level of the m, is computed according to the expression 2, and the power 
spectrum of the m3 reveals considerable power above this level at frequencies higher 
than 6 cpy. 
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4. Comparison of the astronomical and meteorological time series 

The comparison of the time series of At), and Am, (Fig. 1) indicate that nearly 
all the major anomalies in m,  correspond to anomalous values in $,; for example 
November 1958-February 1959, July-October 1961 and January-March 1963. In 
general A$, is smaller than Am, as we could expect since the former does not include 
the contribution from high latitude winds. To quantify the comparison between 
these two functions, we apply a method that has been used for comparing surface 
gravity data with satellite derived results (Kaula 1966; Lambeck 1971). Our working 
hypothesis is that the Am, results from zonal winds. We then have two independent 
estimates of the relative angular momentum h of the atmosphere. The first, h,, is 
based on the rotational variations 

K. Lambeck and A. Cazenave 

h, = h,+Sh+E, ( 3 4  

and the second, h,, is based on the excitation function 

h, = ho + E,. 

In these expressions h, is the true value of the contribution to h of the zonal winds 
between the latitudes 245”. The 6h is the contribution to h of the higher latitude 
zones for which we have no wind data. The E, and E, are the errors in the estimates 
h, and h,. The four quantities h,, dh, E, and E, are independent so that from the 
expressions (3) the following relations hold 

E{hO’> = ( h m  he) 

E{E$’} == - (13, h,) 
E{6h2} = E{hm2} - E { E , ~ }  - E{hO’} 

E{(h,-/z,)’} = ((h,-h,)’) 

= (hmZ)-2(/lmh,) + (h,,’) 

where E{ } denotes the estimate of the mean value of the quantity enclosed and the 
brackets ( The quantity 
((h,-h,)’) provides a measure of the agreement between the two estimates h, and 
h, of the total h and is equal to the sum of the three types of errors, or 

) denote the mean value of the enclosed quantity. 

( (h,- h,)’) = E{E,’} + E{c+’} + E{6h2}. 
A perfect astronomical data set and a perfect evaluation of the excitation function 
between 245” latitude would imply 

( h , 2 )  = (h,h,) .  

The (hmh,) is therefore a measure of the amount of information common to the 
two independent measures Am, and A$3. 

From the time series given in Fig. 1 we have 

(h,’) = 2.35 x lo-‘’ 

(h,’) = 1 . 6 7 ~  10-l’ 

((h,-h,)’) = 1.23 x 10-l8 

(h ,  h,) = 1.38 x lo-’* 

and about 80 per cent of the information in At), is common to the Am,. Of the three 
types of errors contributing to ((h,-h,)’) only the contribution E, is well established 
at an a priori value of 0.30 x lo-’’. From the above relations we obtain for the other 
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FIG. 3. Unsmoothed power spectra of the monthly mean Am3 (uppcr curve), A$3 
(lower curve) in units of 10- l 2  s. 

two types of errors 

and 

Both these estimates are in close agreement with the a priori values of 0.81 x 
and 0.25 x given in Section 2. A cross-correlation analysis of the functions 
Am, and A$, gives a maximum correlation coefficient of 0.72 and a zero phase lag. 
We can conclude that, at least in the time domain, the short term irregular Am, 
variations for the 5-year period 1958-1963 are caused by the non seasonal behaviour 
of the global zonal wind circulation. In particular, the major anomalies persisting 
over a few months in m ,  are all reflected in the excitation function. 

The very similar values for the error estimates E, and cfi implies that the wind 
data are sufficiently precise to eliminate the meteorological noise from m3 at 
frequencies below 12 cpy if similar wind data for latitudes above 4 45" is available. 
Such corrections could assist considerably in the interpretation of the long-period 
variations. 

To investigate the relation between the two functions in the frequency domain, 
we have computed the unsmoothed power spectra of A+, and Am, (Fig. 3). Because 
of the short duration for which the comparison is possible and the relatively high 
noise level in the two data sets, the interpretation of these spectra could be question- 
able. Furthermore, there is some suggestion that time series of zonal winds can 
exhibit a certain degree of non-stationarity (Wallace 1971). For this reason we have 
computed the Am, spectrum for the same 5 years as the A$3 spectrum. The former 
has been computed from the smoothed 10-day values and, in view of the smoothing 
that these data have been subjected to, there is little significant power at frequencies 
above the Nyquist frequency and there should be no aliased frequencies in this 
spectrum. Power spectra of the Am, for longer periods revealed essentially the same 
frequencies. Neither did the use of the Hann spectral filter substantially change the 
results. The spectrum has been computed from values interpolated at 10-day 

E{6hZ} = 0.67 x 

E{t+,'} = 0.28 x 10-l8. 
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intervals from the monthly values. This spectrum does not differ significantly from 
the spectrum computed directly from the monthly values themselves. These two 
spectra reveal almost identical structures at all frequencies confirming the high 
degree of correspondence between the zonal wind excitation function and the variable 
rotation. The phase of the cross spectrum as a function of frequency (not shown) 
does not reveal any significant lagging of one function with respect to other. Because 
of the above mentioned limitations of the data sets the phase or coherence spectra 
are not particularly informative. 

An inspection of the wind profiles as a function of latitude, altitude and time, 
reveals no single dominant wind pattern that is responsible for the more important 
anomalies in the Earth's rotation shown in Fig. 1 .  Some of the anomalies originate 
in the equatorial troposphere near the tropopause. For example, the rapid change in 
m3 from November 1959 to January 1960 is due to an increasingly strong anomalous 
easterly regime over the equator between 200 and 400 mb and which has propagated 
upwards and decreased in amplitude by February 1960. Similarly, the anomalous 
change in early 1963 is due to strong westerly winds that have developed over the 
equator in January and February and which have disappeared by March and turned 
to an easterly regime by April. Other anomalies appear to be caused by wind regimes 
at higher latitudes. For example, the anomaly in August 1961 originated in mid- 
latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere and the anomaly a few months later originated 
in the Southern Hemisphere. The anomalous nature of m3 in April 1959 is not at all 
reflected in the excitation function, suggesting either that the anomalous winds 
occurred in latitudes above 45" or that some other physics is responsible for the 
anomaly. The former interpretation is probably adequate as the major and variable 
intensity spring reversals occur in April in the Northern Hemisphere. The average 
contribution of the lower stratosphere between +45" to the A$3 is about 
0.3 x but sometimes may be as much as 0.7 x lo-', or as much as 25 per cent 
of the total atmospheric contribution. 

The time series of the differences between the in3 and t+h3 (Fig. 1) shows little struc- 
ture at first glance, but if we group these differences by month, the mean square values 
are considerably smaller during the Northern Hemisphere summer than for the rest 
of the year (Fig. 4). If we assume that c, and eS are the same for all months-the 
latter need not be so, since the accuracy of the monthly wind value will depend in 
part on the variability of the zonal wind during the month-we can compute the 
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I 

FIG. 4. Estimated means for each month of the year of the excitation function for 
the zonal winds in latitudes above rt 45". 
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average error of omission 612 for each month. For the months June-July-August 
this error is small, indicating that the high latitude zonal winds are consistent from 
year to year. From November to April, however, the 6h are significantly iarger and 
the high latitude winds appear to be variable and to contribute in an important 
manner to the total angular momentum of the atmosphere. We can explain these 
variations in terms of the reversals of high latitude circulation that occur in the 
stratosphere. A general discussion of these reversals and their variability is given by 
Webb (1966). See also Wallace (1966). 

In interpreting the average 611, we have to keep in mind several factors. 1-irst, all 
seasonal variations in $3 and m3 have been removed so that a weaker or stronger than 
usual circulation at any given time, will contribute equally to the estimated 6h. 
Second, the differences reflect the winds in the two hemispheres above latitudes 45”. 
Third, a major contribution to the excitation function comes, in general, from winds 
below 15-km altitude. Thus the stratospheric circulation in the tropics, where the 
tropopause occurs at about 17 km, will contribute less than the stratospheric 
circulation in higher latitudes where the tropopause descends to about 10 km, all 
other factors being equal. At mid- and high-latitudes there is apparently significant 
interaction across the tropopause and the wind regimes associated with the reversals 
propagate into low altitudes. 

From our knowledge of the variable nature of the reversals we would expect the 
excitation function for the high latitude winds to exhibit the following variability. In 
September-October the autumn reversals develop in the Northern Hemisphere and 
are associated with an increasing (ah2)  since these reversals do not always occur at 
the same time. I n  November-December there is the added contribution from the 
spring reversals in the Southern Hemisphere. Northern Hemisphere mid-winter 
warmings during January and February will contribute to the (6h2) for these months. 
March is associated with the autumn reversal in the Southern Hemisphere and April 
with the Northern Hemisphere spring reversal. By May this reversal has generally 
propagated to lower latitudes and is included in the excitation function computed 
for latitudes between f45”. May-August will be associated with little variability in 
the high latitude circulation and consequently a low (6h2).  This expected pattern 
agrees well with that observed (Fig. 4), and is further evidence of the role of the zonal 
winds in the lod variations. 

5. High frequency lod spectrum 
The high frequency part of the lod power spectrum (Fig. 2) has considerable 

power above the expected noise Ievel at all frequencies. The tidal frequencies corres- 
ponding to the M ,  and Mf tides are clearly indicated and harmonic analyses give the 
Love numbers k2 = 0.28t0.04 for Mf and k2 = 0.26+0-06 for M,. Corrections to 
the k, have been made for the fact that the observations are averaged over 5 days. 
The standard deviations of k,, estimated by least squares, are about three times 
greater than expected from the accuracy of the astronomical observations alone. 
This suggests that the zonal winds contribute to the variable lod at frequencies above 
6cpy and that the computed Love numbers can be significantly perturbed by these 
winds. These perturbations could be partly systematic if there is a significant contri- 
bution to $3 from zonal winds of tidal origin. There have not been any systematic 
studies of the global zonal winds at frequencies above (12cpy) but there have been 
several spectral studies of the zonal winds for different levels in the tropical tropo- 
sphere. These studies reveal relatively large power at periods between 10 and 15 days 
(Wallace & Chang 1969) between 15 and 25 days (Yanai & Murakami 1970) and 
around 40-50 days (Madden & Julian 1971). Some simple order of magnitude 
calculations using the power spectra given by the above authors and by Wallace 
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FIG. 5 .  Observed variation in m3 during February-April 1968. 

(1971) indicate that these oscillations could contribute about lo-" to the continuum 
in the lod spectrum at frequencies above 6 cpy. A further contribution would come 
from the high latitude winds and we can readily explain the continuum as being 
of zonal wind origin. 

Large and rapid variations of a non-periodic nature occur occasionally in the m3 
observations and one of the most significant changes observed occurred in the 
spring of 1968 (Guinot 1970). The 5-day mean values for Am, at this time give the 
time series indicated in Fig. 5. The maximum value for the Am, exceeds 6 x lo-' 
and changes to -6 x lo-' in little over 5 days. For this epoch the 5-day means of z 
are accurate to about 1 ms or about 2.5 x lo-' for the m3.  The rapid change in m3 
appears to be real and not due to errors in measurement particularly as Guinot 
(private communication) observed this variation in the individual time series of all 
the principal observatories contributing to the m3 determination. This anomalous 
behaviour appears to be associated with a rapid propagation in latitude of the zonal 
westerlies in the Northern Hemisphere. In early 1968 the circulation at 700mb is 
apparently normal but a broad zonal band of westerlies developed towards the end of 
January 1968 and propagated gradually southwards (Wagner 1968). These winds 
did not yet contribute significantly to the excitation function because of the cos26) 
term in the integral (1). By late February this displacement has reached latitudes 
of +30", the flow is predominately zonal and has reached some of the highest speeds 
on record (Posey 1968). Initial profiles (Dickson 1968) of the zonal wind indicate 
that the February 1968 values are about twice as large as the average February values 
for the period 1958-1963 covered by the MIT data set. In early March the winds 
have decreased somewhat but the amplitudes are still about 1.6 times greater than 
average March values. Towards the middle of March there is a rapid breakdown 
of the westerly pattern but the circulation did not settle down until the end of the 
month when a band of westerlies of smaller than usual amplitudes, girdled the globe. 
The rapid change in the wind circulation occurred at 700mb, about 2 weeks before 
the observed change in the Earth's rotation. This apparent delay in the Earth's 
response is probably not real but due to the fact that the breakdown did not occur 
simultaneously in all parts of the atmosphere. The average zonal wind for February 
at +30" and 700 mb is about 10 m s-' for the period 1958-1963. The year-to-year 
variations from this mean are about 1.5 m s - l  for this interval. In February 1968 the 
observed winds reached 18 m s-' at 700 mb and +30", or the anomalous wind is about 
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FIG. 6 .  Variations in the m3 for the years 1955-1970 after removal of the annual 
and semiannual variations. The broken line represents the tidal variation in m3 and 
the arrows indicate the approximate epochs at which long term changes occurred 

in dm3 ldt. 

5 times greater than normal. At other latitudes a similar increase in the non-seasonal 
wind is observed and we can expect the anomalous excitation function for February 
in the Northern Hemisphere to be about 5 times greater than the average, or about 
8 x low9. By the middle of March the mean wind speed at +30", 700 mb has dropped 
to 5 m s-' whereas the mean for this period is about 9 m s-' and the anomalous 
excitation function is about 3 times smaller than the average March value, or about 
-3 x There is therefore no difficulty in explaining the observed anomaly in 
the spring of 1968 as being of meteorological origin. 

6. Long-term variations in the excitation function 

Power spectra of the $3 indicate that there is apparently some significant power at 
low frequencies, suggesting that perhaps part of the observed long term variations 
i n  m3 are of wind origin. Fig. 6 gives the time series of the m3 for the years 1955- 
1970. The secular variation in the length of day due to tidal friction is estimated as 
1.5 ms/century by Morrison (1973) from observations of ephemeris time for the years 
1663-1972. This corresponds to 

_ _ _  - -0.47 x days-' dm3 
d t  

(see Fig. 6). The variations with respect to this linear trend are usually attributed to 
core-mantle coupling and Rochester (1960) concluded that the observed non-tidal 
variations in 1723 can be accounted for by electromagnetic coupling for an average 
electromagnetic conductivity of the mantle of lO-'emu. See also the reviews of 
Munk & MacDonald (1960), and Rochester (1970). 

Brouwer (1952) and Markowitz (1970) have suggested that the long-term varia- 
tions in m3 represent sudden changes in the acceleration or in dm31dt. These could 
be caused by rapid changes in the torque acting on the Earth, in dl3,/dt ,  or in dh,/dt 
(see equation (2), Paper I). The analysis by Markowitz and Fig. 6 suggest that the 
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turning points occur at intervals of about 4 years (see also Fig. 1, Paper I) but that a 
precise determination of these points is not possible. For the 5-year period for which 
we evaluated the $3 such a turning point occurs towards the end of 1961 or early 
1962. For the m3 from 1958 to end 1961 we estimate 

dn1, 
.- = (0.280-tO.036) lo-’’ days-’ 

nt 

and the non-tidal trend will be 0.327 x lo-’’ days-’. The 5-year q3 time series 
does not indicate a turning point near the end of 1962, and neither is this turning point 
particularly evident in the in3 if we look at only the corresponding 5 years of astro- 
nomical data because of the important short-period variations. But the $3 does 
contain a secular trend which for the years up to the end of 1961 is (0.70f0.030) 

days-‘ for the atmosphere between )45” latitude. Evaluating $3 by latitude 
indicates that the contribution to this trend comes mainly from winds near +lo” 
latitude and at latitudes from the surface to perhaps 500 mb. That is, at this latitude 
there is a dominant eastward flow for the period analysed without there being any 
significant compensating return flow at other latitudes between f45” and which, in 
consequence, tends to speed up the Earth’s rotation. Without a longer wind data 
set, we cannot substantiate further our suggestion that at least part of the long-term 
changes in lod are of meteorological origin. In the absence of detailed global wind 
data, a fruitful study may be to compare the m3 against some of the zonal wind 
indices that are available for longer periods. 
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